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This Assembly Manual of the Anet A8 has been made by Neus Oliveras for a university
project at Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya. This manual has been created to
provide a comprehensive guide to assembly the Anet A8, as the official instructions
that come with the printer are not very detailed. 

The manual has been created trying to be as similar to the official instructions as
possible. This means that almost all the steps are the same and in the same order.
However, there are a few differences: some parts of some steps are in different order
due to the consideration that the assembly would be easier in that order. There are also
some material lists that do not match the official ones as the latter left some material
out. Finally, the last difference is the addition of optional steps that improve the
printer and its printing quality. 

Although I am the owner of this manual, I do not own the 3D model used to do it. The
credit of the 3D model used in this manual is to GrabCad user  "Przemysław Wojtera".
This model has undergone some changes to fit my Anet A8 model. Therefore, apart
from this model, I have used parts of other models. The credit for the left Z axis nut
support and the Y axis belt bearing support is to Autodesk project user "Marco Valss".
The credit of the fan cover is for the Grabcad user "feveal". Other parts that I could not
found have been done by myself, concretely the Y axis motor fixed plate, the linear
bearings, the Y axis belt fixation clamps, the PSU, and the filament support. 

INITIAL DISCLAIMER

Przemysław Wojtera. Anet A8 3D model [online]. Available from: <https://grabcad.com/library/3d-
printer-anet-a8-1> 
Marco Valss. Anet A8 3D model [online]. Available from: 
 <https://gallery.autodesk.com/projects/anet-a8-3d-printer>
feveal. Anet A8 extruder 3D model [online]. Available from: <https://grabcad.com/library/cabezal-
completo-anet-a8-modelo-horizontal-1>



BEFORE STARTING

Linear bearings     

Belt

MOSFET

Improvements

There are plenty of improvements that can be done to the printer so its safety or
printing quality improves. These can be bought or printed. This manual includes 3
improvements that replace or add a component, which are applied during the
assembly. In addition, in the end of this manual, there are some DIY printed
improvements recommended to improve the printing quality or the user comfort. 

It is recommended to replace the bearings that come with the Anet A8, which are
metal linear bearings. They can be noisy and not very smooth. It is recommended to
replace them for Igus DryLin bearings, as these are silent and smoother than the
original.
If you want to implement this improvement, you will need 7 Igus DryLin bearings.
       

The belt that comes with the printer as can easily get stretched, therefore, it is
recommended to replace it for a higher performance belt, such as a fibreglass
reinforced belt. 
If you want to implement this improvement, you will need approximately 2 m of
fiberglass reinforced belt, with 6 mm of width.
      

The MOSFET is an indispensable improvement for the Anet A8, as it prevents that
the main board overheats and improves the safety.  
If you want to implement this improvement, you will need a MOSFET. 

Another safety improvement that is very recommended is having fork terminals. In
this case, it is not to replace any component. The fork terminals are recommended to
put in the ends of some cables that do not have any terminals. You will need 5 fork
terminals, and if the cable is loose in them, they can be welded with tin.

To buy all of these components, they are easy to find the correct ones if you search by:
"name of component + anet a8".



BEFORE STARTING
Tools
There are some tools that come with the Anet A8. The clippers are also called plastic
nippers and the hex wrench are also called Allen keys. In the manual, it is specified in
which steps are needed.

Screws
There are different types of screws that are used. In the next image, they are named so
they can be easily recognised. There are also the names of other fasteners used during
the assembly. 

In case that you don't know which screw is which, you can identify them by the name,
as the first term is the metric (approximately the diametre) and the second term is the
length in mm. For example, a M3*18 screw has a diameter of approximately 3 mm and
18 mm of length. 



BEFORE STARTING

Check that you have received all the parts. You can do so by checking the
“Assembly parts list” that comes with the official instructions. This list can also
help in case there is a part called by its name that you do not know which it is.

The acrylic parts, which mostly are the parts that constitute the frame, are
covered by a sticker that protects the part of being scratched. You can remove
them or not, it is optional. If not removed, when the parts are joined the sticker
can get wrapped.

In the beggining of each step, in the top right corner of the page, you will find a
list of the material needed for that step. Always prepare the materal before
starting a new step. 

General recommendations before starting the assembly
        

      



STEP 1
1) Fit the two side support plates with the bottom support plate.

2) Fix them with the nuts and screws in the highlighted holes.

First, you put the nut in the widest part. Then, you insert the screw and tighten it with a
screwdriver.



STEP 1
3) Fit the top support plate with the side support plates.

4) As in step 2, fix the components with nuts and screws in the highlighted holes.



STEP 2
1) Fit the support plate lock plate with the ensemble of STEP1.

2) Fix them with the nuts and screws in the highlighted holes.



STEP 3
1) Fit the Y axis motor support to the back plate and fix it with nuts and M3*18 screws.

2) Fit the Y axis motor with the Y axis motor fixed plate and fix it with M3*12 screws.



STEP 3
3) Fit the ensemble of sub step 2 with the ensemble of sub step 1 and fix with nuts 
and M3*18 screws.

4) Fit the Y axis switch with the Y axis limit switch fixed plate and fix with M2*12 screws.



STEP 3
5) Fit the ensemble of sub step 4 with the ensemble of sub step 3 and fix with nuts and 
M3*18 screws.

This is the final sub ensemble. 



STEP 4
1) Fit the ensemble of step 3 to the ensemble of step 2 and fix with nuts and screws.



STEP 5
1) Fit the Y axis belt bearing support with the front plate.

2) Fix them with nuts and screws (reminder: the two sides of the belt bearing support 
need to be fixed).



STEP 6
1) Take two 400mm threaded rods and put in each one a nut, two spacers and another nut
 in this order.

3) Put both of the rods on the back plate and the bottom support plate.

2) In each tip of the two rods, put a first a nut and then a spacer.

4) In the tip of the rods that is protruding the back, put a spacer and a nut in this order.



STEP 6
5) In the other tip of the rods, put the ensemble of the front plate done in step 5.

Then, in the tip of the rods protruding the front plate, put a spacer and a nut in that order.

6) Make sure that each side of the front plate is at the same distance from the bottom 
support plate. Then, tighten the nuts with the spanner.

This is how the ensemble should be at this point.



STEP 7.1
This is an optional step. 
It is recommended to replace the bearings that come with the Anet A8, which are metal
linear bearings. They can be noisy and not very smooth. It is recommended to replace
them for Igus DryLin bearings, as these are silent and smoother than the original.

This is the the ensemble separated: the black plastic piece, the original linear bearing and
the Igus DryLin bearings.

1) The bearing is inside the black plastic piece. To get it out, you need to put pressure on 
the top gap to open it and push the bearing to get it out.

2) When the metal bearing is out, open the gap again and push the Igus DryLin bearing
inside.



3) Pass the two Y axis guide rod 380 mm through the front plate and put two linear
bearings in each rod.

STEP 7.2
1) Put a screw in two guide rod back up plates.

2) Fit them in the back plate horizontally (they have to cover the holes next to them) and
fix them with nuts.



STEP 7.2
4) Push the two rods until they reach the back plate. The tip should reach the holes that
have been covered with the guide rod back up plates in substep 2.

5) Fix the position of the front plate so that the rods are not protruding or inside the front
plate, it should be perfectly aligned.

6) Repeat substep 1: put a screw in two guide rod back up plates.



STEP 7.2
7) Fit them in the front plate (horizontally, they should cover exit hole where the guide 
rods are placed) and fix with a nut.

8) Again, make sure that each side of the front plate is at the same distance from the 
bottom support plate. Then, tighten the nuts of the front plate with the spanner.



3) Put the screws in all the holes of the clamps. Do not tighten them completely, just screw
them enough so that they are fixed to the plate, as the space is needed to put the belt in the
next steps.

STEP 8
1) Disassemble the hotbed aluminium plate to remove the protection plastic. Then, mount
it again. Make sure that the plates' orientation is the same before and after the disassembly.

2) Put the hotbed aluminium plate upside down and place two Y axis belt fixation clamp
horizontally.

4) Turn the hotbed aluminium plate upside down, to its original orientation. The clamps
should be hanging.



STEP 9
1) Place the hotbed aluminium plate on the flat face of the linear bearings. 

The threaded holes of the hotbed aluminium plate and the linear bearings should be aligned.



STEP 9

When all the screws are in its position, tighten them. 
Make sure that the hotbed aluminium plate moves smoothly through the rods. If it is not
the case, the screws might be tightened too much.

2) Fix the hotbed aluminium plate to the linear bearings. To do so, put the screws in
diagonal order without tightening them.

Now, make sure that the hotbed aluminium plate moves smoothly through the rods. Then,
continue to put the screws in a diagonal way.



STEP 10
The belt that comes with the printer can easily get stretched, therefore, it is recommended
to replace it for a higher performance belt, such as a fibreglass reinforced belt. 
The replacement is an optional improvement. 

2) Pass the tip of the belt though the upper Y axis belt fixation clamp. Then, tighten the
screws of the clamp so the belt does not slip out.

1) Turn the ensemble 90º backwards, so you can access the downward face of the hotbed
aluminium plate.

3) Pass the belt through the pulley of the Y axis belt bearing support.



STEP 10
4) Pass the belt through the pulley of the Y axis motor.

5) Put the end tip of the belt through the bottom clamp and tighten the screws so the
belt does not slip. If there is a lot of extra belt cut it with the plastic nippers, leaving
approximately 3 cm of belt coming from the bottom clamp.

Make sure that the belt is tense and the hotbed aluminium plate moves well.



STEP 11
1) Place the hotbed on the hotbed aluminium plate. You do not 
need to remove the tape that comes on the hotbed.

2) In a corner of the hotbed, put a spring between the hotbed aluminium plate and the
hotbed, aligned with the screw hole. Repeat for all the corners. 

3) Insert a screw and do not tighten it. Repeat for all the corners. 

4) Compress the springs the maximum you can, tighten the screw while the spring is
compressed and fix the position with the wing nut. Repeat for all the corners.



Fix them with the M3*18 screws and the nuts. This ensemble will go on the left side of the
frame.

STEP 12
1) Fit 1 Z axis motor fixed plate and 2 Z axis motor support plates.

2) Repeat the process with the ensemble of the right side. Be careful with the orientation 
of the fixed plate.

left side right side



STEP 12

3) Fit the two ensembles with the bottom support plate and fix with M3*18 screws and nuts.

left side right side

Therefore, each side should look like this:



STEP 12

5) Put the left motor (the one with the shorter cable) in the ensemble of sub step 3, passing
the cables through the hole of the bottom support plate. Do the same on the right side. 

4) Connect the cables marked as Z1 and Z2 with the two Z motors. 
The cable marked as Z1 has a 400 mm length and is connected to the Z motor that will be
placed on the left side. 
The cable marked as Z2 has a 900 mm length and is connected to the Z motor that will be
placed on the right side.

6) Fix both motors with the Z axis motor fixed plate using the M3*12 screws.



STEP 12
7) Put together the two Z axis limit switch fixed plates, one on top of the other, and put 
two M3*30 screws in the diagonal holes.

8) Fit this ensemble in the left side of the bottom support plate and fix it with the nuts.

9) Place the Z axis limit switch on the Z axis limit switch fixed plate, with the holes of the
switch and the plate aligned. Fix with the M2*12 screws.



STEP 13&14
1) Put a screw in two guide rod back up plates.

2) Place them on the support plate lock plate, one in each side, and fix them with nuts.

3) Rotate the guide rod back up plate so that the hole they are covering is not covered. 
From there, insert one Z axis guide rod 380 mm on the left side.



4) Insert the left Z axis nut support in the guide rod and push the rod until it reaches the 
Z axis motor.

6) Rotate the guide rod back up plates again in order to cover the exit hole of the rods 
and to fix this position tighten the screws.

STEP 13&14

5) Repeat the process for the right side.



1) Put the 345 mm threaded lead rod through the hole next to the leading rod. Pass it through
the Z axis nut support until it reaches the flexible coupling (which is connected to the Z axis
motor). 
Repeat for the other side.

STEP 15

This is the flexible coupling. 
It has four screws: the two upper ones fix the position on the threaded rod, and the two
that are below fix the position of the coupling regarding the connection with the Z motor.



2) With the Allen key, loosen the two lower screws of the coupling to move the coupling at
your desired position. The rod that connects the coupling with the motor should go just
past the lower screws, not upper (aprox 5 mm). Then, tighten the lower screws. 

Do the same for the upper screws: with the Alley key, loosen them. Enter the threaded rod
into the coupling and push it just past the upper screws, not more (aprox 5 mm). Then,
tighten the screws.

STEP 15

In this image it is explained very visually: both rods need
to enter the coupling enough so that the screws can fix
their position when tightened. However, they should
not enter too much.

So, the green area shows how deep should the rods get
while the read area shows where they should not go. 

It is possible that the superior tip of the threaded rod does not reach the support plate 
lock plate. That is not a problem and it can be left like this.



1) The right Z axis nut support has two holes in its right side. Put the 436 mm X axis guide
rod through the upper one.

STEP 16

2) Through the rod, put two linear bearings (remember to change bearings first) and push
 the rod until it reaches the left Z axis nut support.

If pushing the rod is hard, you can use a hammer to tap lightly the rod.

2) Repeat the process: put the other rod through the lower hole of the right Z axis nut
support and put one linear bearing. Push the rod until it reaches the other side.



1) Pick the extruder ensemble. With the Allen key, loosen the screw that holds the 
extruder and the black aluminium part, which is next to the hot end.

STEP 17

2) You are left with the extruder and the black aluminium part separated. Keep the 
screw as it will be needed in the next steps.



1) Put two spacers in each screw, and then place them in the 
fan cover.

STEP 18

2) Add the fan. The fan should be placed so that the face that has its cables exiting is 
facing upwards (the opposite face where the screws are placed). 
Then, add the cooling fin.

3) Add the extruder. By inserting the tips of the screws into the holes in the extruder, the
ensemble will be fixed.



2) Put the black aluminium part obtained from step 17 on the linear bearings of the X axis.
The screw holes should be aligned.

1) Put two nuts in the M3*18 screws, then insert them in the
black aluminium part just enough so they are fixed.
On the other face of the black aluminium part put two nuts to fix the screws to the plate.

STEP 19

3) Fix the aluminium plate to the linear bearings, putting the M4*8 screws in diagonal order.



2) Fix this by putting the screw removed in step 17 back in its place.

1) Put the ensemble of step 19 on the black aluminium plate, as it was before separating it.

STEP 20



2) Put this ensemble on the front face of the black aluminium part and fix it with the two
screws.

1) Fit the wind mouth on the air blower.

STEP 21



2) Fix it with the screws, putting them in a diagonal order as always. 

1) Put the X axis motor in the back of the left Z axis nut support.

STEP 22



1) Turn the printer and face the back of the black aluminium plate, where there are two
protruding screws fixed in step 19.

Surround the left screw with the tip of the belt, then join the tip of the belt with the
rest of the belt, which has to be facing left. To fix this position, use two cable ties and
tight them, making sure that the cable ties are the closest to the screw as possible.

Cut the extra tie with the plastic nippers. If you cut it diagonally, the tie will have a 
pointy end that can cut very easily; therefore, make sure to cut horizontally.

STEP 23&24

2) Pass the belt through the pulley of the right Z axis nut support.



3) Pass the belt through the pulley of the left Z axis motor.

4) Pull the belt until it reaches the left screw of the black aluminium part. Then repeat
step 1: surround the right screw with the belt and fix the position by tightening two cable
ties as near as possible to the screw. 
Then, cut horizontally the extra cable tie and the extra belt with the plastic nippers.

STEP 23&24



2) From the back of the top support plate, put a pillar washer in each screw.

1) Put four screws from the front of the top support plate.

STEP 25



3) Next, put the LCD screen.

STEP 25

back view front view

4) Put a nut in each screw.

5) Put the screen baffle plate on top. Then, again, put a nut in each screw to fix the plate.



1) Pick the power line, its end has three cables. For safety reasons (specifically reducing the
risk of a short-circuit), put this three cables in a fork terminal. This is an optional step but
highly recommended. 

STEP 26

3) Connect the picked cables to the PSU (Power Supply Unit). To do so, unscrew the 
screws of the PSU, put the fork under it and tighten the screw again. 
The cables must go in the order seen in the image:

If the cable is loose in the terminal, you can weld the cable and the terminal with tin.

2) Pick the two cables that are one red and one black, they should already have the fork
terminals attached. The other end of these wires will later be connected to the main board.

The first three positions must be: first the brown cable, then the blue and in the third
position (ground), the yellow. In the 4rth, 5th or 6th position must go the black cable and 
in the last three positions the red one.
4) Make sure that the voltage input selected is the one that corresponds to your country. 

  This is on the side of the PSU.



1) Put the screws in the highlighted holes of the right support plate, the ones which form a
triangle shape.

STEP 27

2) Put the PSU on the support plate so that the threaded holes of the PSU align with the
screws. Thighten the screws on the PSU to fix its position. 



1) In each corner of the main board put a M3*30 screw.

STEP 28

2) From the other face, put a pillar washer in each screw.

3) Put the main board in the left side support plate. The screws have to go into the holes 
of the plate that form a square shape.

Be careful with the orientation of the main board: the SD card port and the USB port 
need to be superior horizontal part.



4) Put the nuts into the screws to fix the ensemble to the side support plate.

STEP 28

5) Put the X axis limit switch in the left nut axis support and fix with two M2.3*10 screws.



1) Connect all the remaining wires to its correspondent items.

All the wires have two ends: one that is connected to the main board and the other one
is connected to the component. In this step, connect the latter. 
Make sure to identify the component of each wire by its label and its length.

STEP 29

All the wires of the Anet A8 are in this list. The ones that have a green mark are
already connected to its component (due to being connected by default or you
connected them in earlier steps). The ones that are not marked need to be connected. 

2) Check the other end of the extruder heatend cable or thermistor wire. As in the step
26, put this ends in a fork terminal and weld them if necessary.



3) Pick the winding pipe. It needs to be wrapped around the cables, so they remain
collected and protected.

How to do so:

Firstly, start wrapping the pipe around the extruder cables. When you have wrapped
enough, add the cables of the motor extruder, the air blower and the fan. Continue
wrapping and pass the cables on top of the screen. Now, start wrapping the cables of
the hotbed, until the wrapped part is long enough to join the cables that come from the
extruder. Join them and continue wrapping. Pass the cables through the hole of the top
part of the left side support plate. Cut the winding pipe before reaching the main
board.

Secondly, start wrapping the cables of the right Z motor. Then, add the black & red
cables than come from the PSU. Continue wrapping and when it reaches the first
threaded rod, tie it there with a cable tie (so that the wrapped cables do not move
freely). Now, start wrapping the cable of the Y switch and add the cable of the Y axis
motor, and continue wrapping until there is enough length to join them with the
wrapped cables that come with the PSU. Continue wrapping until it reaches the second
threaded rod, and tie it again with a cable tie. Continue wrapping until you reach the
main board, then cut the winding pipe.

Lastly, all the cables that are left (X axis limit switch, X axis motor, Z axis limit switch,
left Z axis motor) are wrapped on their own without joining any other cables, until they
reach the main board.

STEP 29



1) Connect all the wires to the main board.

STEP 30

Most of the wires are labelled. Be very careful to connect them correctly as an error could
cause irreversible damage to the components.



1) Fit the two connecting plates with a filament support 
plate and fix with the nuts and screws.

STEP 31

2) Fit the second filament supporting plate and fix with nuts and screws.



3) Put two nuts in each tip of the 150 mm threaded rod.

STEP 31

4) Place the rod on the filament support plates.

This is the filament support structure. The rod is put in the centre of the filament and
placed back on top of the support plates.



1) Implement the MOSFET

The MOSFET is an indispensable improvement for the Anet A8. The hotbed can
generate a lot of stress to the main board connectors, as it uses high current. The
MOSFET is used to regulate the work that the hotbed places on the main board,
preventing that the main board overheats and therefore improving the safety.

To install it, you need to do three connections, named as a, b and c in the next image:

STEP 32



a) The first connection is between the PSU and the MOSFET. With new cables that have
fork connections in the end (due to safety, as explained in assembly step 26) connect a
black cable and a red one in the 6th and 9th position of the PSU. The other end of the
cables will be connected in the first two connections of the MOSFET. 

b) The second connection is the HOTBED to the MOSFET. In step 30 of the assembly,
the hotbed cables are connected in the main board. Now, disconnect them from the main
board and connect them to the MOSFET. 

c) The third connection is between the MOSFET and the MAIN BOARD. Pick two new
cables with fork connections in the tips and connect them in the position of the main
board that the hotbed cables used to be.

STEP 32



PRINTER FINISHED

now, what is next?



WHAT IS NEXT?
When the printer is assembled, it can start printing. However, there are some steps that
need to be followed to ensure that everything is correct. Check my second manual called
"Anet A8 User Manual" for a beginner guide with everything you need to know to start
printing.

Once you have started printing and your prints are coming out well, you can start the
second part of the improvements: the printed improvements. These are not necessary for
the printer to function, but they will improve the prints' quality or make some parts
more comfortable to the user. It is recommended to print them using ABS material, as
its good impact resistance and toughness will make the printed parts more durable and
less likely to wear off. 

Besides the improvements explained in this manual, whether they are printed or you
need to buy them, there are a lot of other improvements that the community
recommends, have created, etc. If you want to further these options, make sure to make
some research and experiment plenty. 



The filament holder that comes with the Anet A8 works, but it is not ideal, as the
extruder needs to stretch the filament a lot. There is another filament holder that works
very well, which can be found in the following link:
<https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2047554>. It is a filament holder that works with
bearings to smooth the process of getting more filament, and the extruder does not need
stretch so much the filament. 
You will need: 608 bearings x 4 & printed part x4.  

PRINTED IMPROVEMENTS
Filament holder

Semi-circular fan duct

There are various alternatives for the fan duct. The one recommended in this manual is
the semi-circular fan duct, which has been found to give a better performance in
complicated areas, such as overhangs and bridges. It is also easier to print than others. It
can be found in the following link: <https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2322182>.



PRINTED IMPROVEMENTS
Thumbwheel upgrade

The process of leveling the hotbed is hardened by the wing nuts that you need to rotate
to move the hotbed from the extruder. There are a lot of designs to replace or
complement the wing nuts, making the process much easier. The design recommended
in this manual can be found in the following link:
<https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:2224250>.

Extruder button

This button is prepared to cover the screw of the extruder, which needs to be pushed
when introducing a new filament. The button simply makes the process more
comfortable. It can be found in the following link:
<https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1935151>.



PRINTED IMPROVEMENTS
T corner frame reinforcement bracket

The T corner bracket is a frame reinforcement that is placed where the side support
plates join with the top plate. It is made to reinforce the joint. There are people who
find that it actually helps, and others who believe that if it does, it is only marginally. If
you want to try it, it can be found in the following link:
<https://www.thingiverse.com/thing:4570165>.

Filament guide

The filament goes from the spool to the printer, so it is useful to have a part that guides
the filament so that it does not move with the movement of the extruder. There are a lot
of designs, but this has been chosen due to being simple and useful. It is placed on the
top plate. It can be found in the following link:
<hhttps://www.thingiverse.com/thing:1764285>.


